ANTOINE CORRIDOR
RECONSTRUCTION
NORTH SEGMENT (N-100030)
Currently in the design phase, this Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) project (N-100030) was identified and funded for implementation during Fiscal Years 2016-2020 with construction
starting in 2020. This CIP project entails 1.3 miles of four-lane reconstructed concrete roadway with median and a 10-ft shared pedestrian and bike path on both sides from Victory
Drive to Bridge Forest Drive (City Limits). Water, sewer and storm drainage infrastructure will be improved as needed.

CROSS SECTION

THE PLAN
Reconstruct existing four
lanes

Update traffic symbols

Add off street paths
Replace storm, water and sewer
systems as necessary

Improve pedestrian realm

ANTOINE CORRIDOR
RECONSTRUCTION
SOUTH SEGMENT (N-2013T-0013)
Currently in the planning phase, this planning area consists of Antoine Drive between US 290 and Victory Drive. A planning study conducted of the area identified, pavement, water, wastewater, storm sewer and traffic inadequacies. As a result, the study recommended full reconstruction of the roadway pavement, in addition to replacing and upgrading of
underground utilities and pedestrian/bike facilities as needed. Public input is currently being collected so that future project design is coordinated with input from the surrounding
community. This project is not currently funded in the City of Houston’s Capital Improvement Plan.

email us your comments at: pweplanning@houstontx.gov

Please provide your input before NOVEMBER 30TH
ABOUT REBUILD HOUSTON: Approved by voters in 2010, ReBuild Houston is the City’s innovative program managed by the Department of Public Works & Engineering. Its mission is simple — to reduce
flooding and improve mobility and quality of life throughout the city. Its fiscally responsible approach (pay-as-you-go) is to pay off old debt each year and use the remaining funds to reconstruct our streets
and drainage. To make the most out of available revenue, reconstructing streets and drainage systems are completed in areas of the city that have the greatest need, and where reconstructing the old infrastructure will have the greatest benefit to the community. Rebuild Houston makes the most of every dollar spent to build better streets, better drainage and a better future. FOR MORE INFORMATION, GO
TO REBUILDHOUSTON.ORG

